Abstract. For weights in the matricial Muckenhoupt classes we investigate a number of properties analogous to properties which hold in the scalar Muckenhoupt classes. In contrast to the scalar case we exhibit for each p, 1 < p < 1, a matrix weight W 2 A p;q n S p 0 <p A p 0 ;q 0 . We also give a necessary and su cient condition on W in A p;q , a \reverse inverse volume inequality", to ensure that W is in A p 0 ;q 0 for some p 0 < p.
Introduction
A non-negative scalar function w on R is said to be in the Muckenhoupt A p class i there is a constant C > 0 so that It is well known that these classes have a rich structure. In this paper we look at some questions about analogous structure for the matrix valued functions in the matricial Muckenhoupt classes. In particular we will consider matricial analogs of the following properties of scalar weights: Properties (1) and (2) are trivial but we see that their matricial analogs are not. Properties (3), (4) and (5) are elementary; they follow from the de nitions and convexity inequalities (H older, Jensen) . To prove any of the next three properties is more delicate, although now quite well understood. All these three properties follow from the reverse H older inequality. The last pair also requires more than just convexity considerations.
We will be interested in the analogs of these statements for vector valued functions with matricial, or more general, norms. Here we give a very informal summary of our conclusions, we will give the precise de nitions later. Versions of (3), (4) and (5) are again true. This is shown using convexity, John's theorem which allows reduction of the case of general norms to that of matricial norms, and some basic matrix inequalities. On the other hand (6), (7), (9), and (10) all fail. We present explicit counterexamples in two dimensions. (The failure of (9) had been known earlier by an indirect argument.)
Interestingly (8) still holds and its proof does require some of the depth of the scalar theory, the reverse H older inequality for A 1 weights.
The analogs of (1) and (2) where v is a constant vector and W is a positive matrix valued function. In contrast to the scalar case, these integrals depend e ectively on p and the statements are no longer trivial. We will show that an analog of (1) continues to hold for convexity reasons. (2) however can fail; again, we will see a counterexample.
Although (2), (6), and (7) don't hold for all W their conclusions can certainly hold for individual W. Interestingly, these conclusions are not independent of each other. We will show that conclusions (6) or (7) hold for W if and only if W and its dual W ?q=p satisfy statement (2).
We would like to call particular attention to the conclusion to (2), called a reverse inverse volume estimate below. It may be that that statement can be helpful in understanding how the matricial theory di ers from the scalar theory. It is a truly matricial statement which has no analog in one dimension. In fact it is also true for elementary reasons if the function W takes only values which are diagonal matrices. Also the statement does not imply any non-trivial improvement in the size estimates for the entries of W.
Let us now start the formal presentation. The Hilbert transform acting on a nite dimensional complex space, which we identify with C n , is given by
where f : R ! C n is smooth. H extends to a bounded operator acting on L p (C n ) for 1 < p < 1 and even an isometry on L 2 (C n ), where
A weight is a measurable mapping : R ! fall norms on C n g, i.e. for all x 2 C n , t 7 ! t (x) is measurable. For 1 < p < 1 de ne the weighted space by
If n = 1 we obtain the usual scalar weights. H is bounded on L p ( ) precisely when w(t) = t (1) p satis es the famous Muckenhoupt A p condition (1.1).
For simplicity we will consider matrix weights, that is measurable maps W : R ! fpositive (self-adjoint) matrices on C n g, for which we de ne L p (W) to be L p ( ), where t ( ) = jjW 1=p (t) jj. The choice of exponent 1=p is not accidental, we want our de nition to overlap with the usual scalar weights in dimension n = 1. Moreover, the restriction of attention to matrix weights doesn't actually limit our problem because John's theorem asserts that every norm on C n is at most p n in the Banach-Mazur distance from the standard euclidean norm jj jj (see P] or TJ] Naturally, in dimension n = 1 (1.2) is equivalent to (1.1), where w(t) = t (1) p . Note that if p 1 then h i I;p (if not in nite for some x 2 C n ) is a norm by Minkowski inequality. We will also consider h i I;p for p < 1 which in general is not a norm but still satis es the homogeneity property h i I;p (cx) = jcjh i I;p (x), c 2 C , and also h i I;0 (x) = exp(hlog (x)i I ) = lim p!0 + h i I;p (x).
Fedor Nazarov, Sergei Treil in NT] and Alexander Volberg in V] using di erent approaches have given the complete characterization of matrix weights for which the Hilbert transform is bounded. Theorem 1.2 (Nazarov, Treil, Volberg) weights and in the following section we describe a family of such weights for any 1 < p < 1.
Finally, in the last section we discuss the relation between logarithms of weights and the space BMO. where the in mum is taken over all orthonormal bases fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g of C n .
Proof. By John's Theorem, there exist a positive matrix A, so that (2.3) 1= p njjAxjj (x) jjAxjj for all x 2 C n :
Fix any orthonormal basis fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g of C n .
where fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g are eigenvalues of A with eigenvectors fw 1 ; : : :w n g, and v i = v 1 i w 1 + : : : + v n i w n . We have equality in (2.4) if fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g are the eigenvectors of A. Therefore
and by taking the in mum over all orthonormal basis of C n n ?n v ?1 ( ) n ?n (det A)
where the extreme inequalities follow from (2.3). Hence C = n n works in (2.2).
Lemma 2.3 (inverse volume inequality). There exists a universal constant C n > 0 so that if W is a matrix weight and 1 < p < p 0 < 1 then We start with a lemma about equivalence of the weak and strong A p;0 conditions which has appeared in a similar form both in NT] and V]. The author has decided to include a proof of this lemma to emphasize the interdependence of constants which will be used later.
Lemma 3.2. Let 1 < p < 1. Suppose V is a weight and for some interval I De ne a matrix valued function C by C(t) = V ( hjjC ?1 (t) ? e i jji I;p n: hjjV (t)xjji ? I;p where the last inequality follows by taking duals of (3.4).
Conversely, assume (3.3) holds. By applying v ?1 to both (3.4) and the dual of (3.4) and multiplying two resulting inequalities we obtain (3.8) hjjV xjji I;p C 2 exp(hlog jjV xjji I ):
Proof. Fix x 6 = 0 and choose 0 6 = y 0 2 C n such that
hjjV xjji I;p = sup This proves inequality (3.9). The next lemma states that matrix weights satisfy a kind of self-improvement, which is an analogue of the reverse H older inequality for scalar weights. Proof. Assume (3.10) holds, then by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we have for any x 6 = 0
hjjV xjji I;p p for all 1 s r 0 . We can also assume that r 1 r 0 (otherwise use H older inequality to decrease r 1 ). Take s = r 1 in (3.12) to obtain W r 1 2 A p 0 ;0 .
Thus we have shown that W 2 A p 0 ;0 and W satis es reverse inverse volume inequality with exponent p 0 implies there exists r > 1 so that W r 2 A p 0 ;0 . Applying the above for the weight W ?q 0 =p 0 2 A q 0 ;0 satisfying the reverse inverse volume inequality with exponent q 0 we have r 2 > 1 so that W ?r 2 q 0 =p 0 2 A q 0 ;0 . Finally take r = min(r 1 ; r 2 ) > 1 and use Corollary 2.6 to conclude that both W r 2 A p 0 ;0 and W ?rq 0 =p 0 2 A q 0 ;0 so W r 2 A p 0 ;q 0 .
Proof of (ii) =) (i). Follows from Corollary 2.8. ? sin( (t)) jtj "=p sin( (t)) jtj "=p cos( (t)) Lemma 5.1 implies that 1=C t (x) (jx 1 cos( (t)) ? x 2 sin( (t))j p + jtj " jx 1 sin( (t)) + x 2 cos( (t))j p ) In a scalar case it is known that the converse statement is true, that is, if b 2 BMO then exp(tb) is in A p for t su ciently close to 0. However, in the matrix case there is self-adjoint matrix valued function B(t) in BMO, such that exp("B(t)) 6 2 A 2;2 for any " 6 = 0, see B]. Therefore, by Theorem 2.4, exp("B(t)) 6 2 A p;q for any " 6 = 0 and 1 < p < 1. Also, in a scalar case, if b 2 V MO then exp(b) is in A p . This again turns out to be false in the matrix case. The construction of our example is based on the counterexample to Peller's conjecture found in TV3].
Theorem 6.2. There is a self-adjoint matrix valued B belonging to V MO such that exp("B) is not in A p;q (1 < p < 1) for any " 6 = 0. exp("(log jxj) ) log N jxj = 1:
Proof. L'Hôpital rule.
